
PART 1:  KNOWLEDGE IS NOT POWER … INFORMATION IS 

A new scientific discovery points to more than the powers that govern our universe. It points to 
the very secrets of creation. Ever wonder why the tech giants — Facebook, Amazon, Netflix, 
Google/YouTube (FANG), Twitter, and Instagram — grew so big and so powerful so fast? It’s 
because early on they all realized that the real source of power, the real source of wealth, the 
real source of global influence is information … not money, not knowledge, not ambition. They 
understood early on that to be successful you have to gain control — of your company, of your 
market, and other people’s lives. And the best way to do that is by controlling information.


The latest scientific discovery reveals that information not only rules this planet, it rules the 
universe … seriously. But more than that, this breakthrough holds the secrets not only to how 
we gain control of our own lives but also how to govern reality itself. From this realization we 
then hold the ability, even the power, to decide what kind of world we choose to live in, what 
kind of relationships we choose to better ourselves, and how we get to pick what level of 
abundance shows up for us from the exuberance of infinite wealth inherent in life itself.


To help you understand the magnitude of this new discovery and how to apply it to your own 
personal life, the topic of Info-Looping will be covered in 3 separate parts. In Part 1 we will 
examine 5 sections:


1. Why a sea change has occurred with the latest discovery in physics


2.  What the ramifications of personal and global control means with this discovery


3.  Why the Armed Forces have invested heavily in data (information) gathering


4.  How we better our personal lives by understanding the principle of “Inherent Thriving” 

	 (more in Part 2)


5.  CONCLUSION: Are we looking at a revolution or human extinction?


A SEA CHANGE HAS OCCURRED 

For 100 years, science has been trying to link Einstein’s Relativity with Quantum Mechanics 
with little success. Until now. What this means is that science is far more than we ever thought 
it was … and so are we.


Raging debate has erupted since the publishing of the Haramein Unified Field Theory. But 
beyond the debates and accusations lies a consequence that scientists aren’t discussing and 
even Haramein himself is not fully promoting — that the real gold in his discovery lies in the 
realization that God is not just Love … God is information about the God-Self. Experience 
demands that I do not drown you in scientific detail or verbose philosophy about this. It is so 
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new that evidence is rare. Nonetheless, it is not non-existent; for I have tested this Grand 
Consequence with Power of 8 groups that I work with. If what I am currently witnessing with 
Info-Looping is witnessed by others, then prepare for a sea change in what we’ve understood 
reality to be.


Haramein’s theory postulates that the entirety of existence operates with wormholes whose 
sole purpose is to pass information constantly throughout the universe creating feedback 
loops. And at all levels. Which means to say that this wormhole phenomenon is fractal in 
nature. Which means it operates at the atomic level the same way it operates at the galactic 
level, where black holes pass massive amounts of information without our realizing it. What is 
at the center of resulting debates of Haramein’s discovery stems from his disclosure that these 
wormhole feedback loops operate in a holographic system. Which means that because all 
protons and electrons are “hologrammic” (his colleague, Marshall Lefferts’ word) in nature, 
seeing one allows you to see all. Yes, that means each of us has the potential to access all 
knowledge. You might understand why “modern” science can’t grasp this. Frankly, Einstein 
had the same problem early on with the Theory of Relativity. Few understood him.


Imagine the consequences if you moved to a level of self-realization that gave you access to all 
information that ever existed. Imagine even further what this would do to power structures that 
rule this planet. Yep. Sea change.


THE RAMIFICATIONS OF PERSONAL AND GLOBAL CONTROL 

Ironically, Haramein’s discovery provides evidence to both warring sides regarding whether 
consciousness actually exists or not. Scientific singularitarians have long argued that 
consciousness does not exist, and consequently neither does free-will. The universe is 
quantum in nature, which means it is ruled by randomness, not free-will. Philosophers on the 
other hand have argued both sides of the fence. But on a personal level, the implications of 
constant passing of information at a holographic level, philosophically contributes to the notion 
that we and Source/God/Buddha/Allah/etc. are One. Where have we heard that before across 
the millennia? What happens on a personal level if we more than think this? What happens if 
we actually start putting this purposeful looping of information into practice? It means we not 
only control the information that determines the “reality” of our personal life (the Observer 
Effect), it also means that we should not have too much of problem determining reality at every 
fractal level. The key here is that if we truly understood the role that information looping plays in 
our personal lives, we would have full ability to use that information to better ourselves in ways 
we never dreamed possible.


Haramein has presented in one of his papers the premise that not only does free will exist, but 
consciousness as seen from an information-looping perspective resides in the universe itself. 
That ought to keep philosophers busy for the next thousand years. If the FANG institutions 
have been controlling information across the globe, then we have the ability to exceed their 
capabilities if and when we choose to work together with Info-Looping. Which means that, for 
all practical purposes, they are obsolete. Imagine.


THE ARMED FORCES & DATA MINING 

This section is not meant to browbeat our Armed Forces, it’s meant to show you that we can 
change how a few select humans are using Info-Looping to dominate our globe. Few people 
paid attention when the Armed Forces invested heavily in gathering information on anything 
they could get their hands on. The reason being that they discovered that mining information 



gave evidence of what would show up in our future. No joke. Eventually this would be called 
“data mining.” Not long after, the National Security Agency (NSA) turned data mining into a 
national pastime, keeping track of every human transaction on the planet. And why? To combat 
terrorists? Please. It not only allows them to control terrorists but to control the entire globe. 
Not only do they know what has happened, they now know what is going to happen. Scientific 
research has observed that consciousness does not actually operate in the present, it has and 
will always operate in the future … and then turn back to create the present (retrocausality they 
call it). Kinda gives “Back to the Future” a whole new meaning. Turn this on its head and you 
get the power to determine what is going to show up in the present. If it weren’t for one small 
matter. Who or what co-creates all this information? Get enough people together and they have 
the ability, as co-creators, to do a quarterback sneak around NSA. Increasing evidence is 
emerging that a certain faction within alphabet agencies quietly had their giant paws in the 
founding of the FANG institutions. And why? To orchestrate how society will operate. Except 
for one small matter. Us.


THE PRINCIPLE OF “INHERENT THRIVING” 

The real principle that Haramein has uncovered with Info-Looping shakes the foundations of 
current science. Up until now most scientists believed that existence was pretty much 
governed by the Law of Entropy. Loosely stated, the Law of Entropy says that existence tends 
towards disorder, randomness, dissipation of energy, and homogeneity. In other words, 
everything dies. Many scientists believe this law to be the overriding rule of the universe. 
However, Haramein has shown quite the opposite. His findings indicate that the universe is 
governed by life, not death. In mathematical circles, this is known as the Law of Syntropy, 
which roughly states that existence tends toward order, energy and matter concentration, and 
the increase in complexity and growth of structures. In other words, creation rules! It is not the 
exception as science has taught since my days of saving rain-soaked worms in my pocket 
(sorry, Mom).


In one of his published papers, Haramein goes to great lengths to show that life could not have 
possibly arrived via randomness. What his Info-Looping shows is that the entire universe is in a 
conspiracy to constantly update information to foster the ever evolving forces of Life. In 
Marshall Lefferts’ book, Cosmometry, he coins a marvelous term for this massive information 
updating: “Inherent Thriving.” The term is ingenious in that it truly points at humanity’s ability 
not only to survive but to fantastically exceed mere surviving, to thrive beyond comprehension. 
We just have to change our way of thinking. 


I will not even think of-toeing into the shark infested waters of debating whether current 
science is right or wrong on entropy. That would take us back to the great debates during the 
Middle Ages as to how many angels can dance on the head of pin. Who cares? Either inherent-
thriving works or it doesn’t. And I’m here to tell you that the work I’ve done so far backs up the 
principle of inherent-thriving. I will go into this more in “Part 2: Prepare for a Revolution — 
‘Inherent-Thriving’ Walks the Universe.”


CONCLUSION: REVOLUTION OR EXTINCTION? 

In my final installment of Info-Looping, “Part 3: How Science Has Been Turned Upside Down & 
Humanity Right-Side Up – The Secrets of Info-Looping,” we will explore the choices we now 
have before us by engaging life in ways we’ve never dreamed. In Christian Scripture, Jesus 
states, “I intend that you should have life, and have it to the full.” Sounded nice in my seminary 



days. However, with Haramein’s discovery, this nice little sentence has tremendous meaning. If 
we pay attention. 


If we choose to ignore the fullness of Haramein’s Unified Field Theory, we run the risk of 
continuing this Law-of-Entropy path that our world finds itself spinning toward — which is 
headed toward human extinction. Our world is dying when death should be the exception, 
especially since we have the power to fully embrace life. 


I’ve made the purposeful decision not to write an exposé on how we’ve let ourselves be 
dominated by forces that treat us as if we are slaves, disempowering us to the degree that we 
believe ourselves to be pitifully limited. “Better to light a candle than to curse the darkness.” 
Not only do we create the candle, the match, and the light, we have the ability to transpose 
that act beyond the confines of a room. We can carry that light to friends, nations, and even 
other worlds. But let us first learn to crawl before we fly. In Parts 2 & 3 we’ll explore why we’ve 
forgotten how the consciousness of the universe inherently supports our capacity to thrive, 
how we can remember the secrets of Info-Looping, and how we must come together to 
transform all limitations, all evil, all suffering into the patterns that rise from harmony.


Haramein’s discovery has freed us to go beyond our perceived limits. Just imagine.


from my heart to yours,

GW Hardin 


If you’re wanting more detail on entropy vs. syntropy, take a peak at this video found on YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDA836rOW00


If you are wanting to get up to your elbows in Haramein’s messages, take a look at Lefferts’ book, 
Cosmometry: Exploring the HoloFractal Nature of the Cosmos.


If you’re wanting to wade into the wonder of Haramein’s theory, try out this YouTube video at the 
Conscious Life Expo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LPrPz8oM_Yk


_________  
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